THE £>AkK AGES IN
femains of civilized Europe. The Scandinavian Pagan pirate
pressed in from the north-east, Mongols along the Danube; and
the Mohammedan was everywhere our superior on his frontiers.
During the worst moment—say, 850-950—the "darkness of the
ninth century/' we barely survived, But the long effort at
resistance succeeded* Civilization gradually recovered its foot-
hold. The Pagan assault was thrust back; the Scandinavian
pirates were absorbed into Christendom; so were the Mongol
hordes on the Danube. The struggle to recover Spain from the
Mohammedan began, starting from the valleys of the Pyrenees.
By the year 1000 the forward movement had begun and the tide
had turned. But in those long five hundred years very much of
letters and record was lost, no great buildings arose, and our
fathers, absorbed in battle, barely preserved us, making no
advance.
England was spared all the struggle of the Dark Ages except
a most grievous, special, and long-enduring attack upon her of
the pirate Pagans from Scandinavia. These (from 800 to 1000)
first raided the wealth of the country and, though in small
numbers, badly degraded its life by their assaults. Later,
England converted them—only gradually and most tardily
—to Catholicism. The pirates, once they were Christian,
even imposed some of themselves as kings over England,
and one such Barbarian was reigning here when the Dark
Ages were ending and the fullness of the Middle Ages was
arising.
Happily, before the strain began, England, which had all but
been lost to Christendom and civilization when the central rule
of the Roman Emperors broke down, was slowly recovered and
joined to Europe again, given back the essentials of our culture
on the initiative of the Roman Bishop.
The Recovery of England begins. The recovery of
England, the reconversion of the Pagan East Coast to Catholi-
cism, the reintroduction there of the Mass, reading and writing,
architecture, record, and all the apparatus of civilization, the
consequent opening up of communications with the starved and
isolated Christian West of the island, was a long business of over
a hundred years.
It begins with St Augustine's landing in the spring of 597.
It is not concluded until Sussex and the Isle of Wight are fully
evangelized, a state they can hardly have reached earlier than
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